
Introducing The Crystalline Handbag Collection
WHERE LUXURYMEETS FUNCTIONALITY

Stadium Approved & Water-Resistant
With an ECO-Friendly Appeal 



THE CRYSTALLINE COLLECTION

Introducing the Crystalline Collection – where luxury meets 

functionality. Each unique design is hand-crafted by 

indigenous Italian artisans in the famed leather region of Le 

Sieci in Tuscany and constructed from a reconstituted PVC 

derived from recycled plastics from post industrial scrap.

The Crystalline Collection was inspired by the tropical day-to-

night scene that one experiences when living Miami’s 

seductive ‘La Vida Loca’ lifestyle. The intricately designed 

leather/patent leather trimmed PVC bags offer a water-

resistant durability perfect for sipping champagne by the pool 

and transition flawlessly for a dinner by the Sea. The 

Crystalline Collection is also ideal for sporting events and 

concerts as they are fashion conscious, customizable in an 

assortment of sporting-team colors and stadium approved.

The Winnie Handbag Rouge Appleskin

*Please contact bespokeconcierge@tylerellis.com for customization informationJamie ‘Miami’ Doctor Small
Citrine Patent Leather & Crystalline PVC

mailto:bespokeconcierge@tylerellis.com


THE ‘MIAMI’ HANDBAGS



THE JAMIE ‘MIAMI’ DOCTOR
Small & Medium

The Jamie Doctor is a semi-structured metal-framed double handled handbag designed with our custom Slide-
lock Closure and Pinecone feet. This bag is water-resistant, fits the large iPhone, has an interior pocket and an 
optional cross-body strap. Please email bespokeconcierge@tylerellis.com for metal tab customization details.

Coconut Appleskin

Jamie ‘Miami’ Doctor Small 
Fluorescent Pink Patent Leather & Crystalline PVC



THE LJ ‘MIAMI’ HANDBAG
Small & Large

The LJ is a semi-structured handbag with a triangular front flap and our custom Spear-lock Closure. It is designed 
with a leather wrapped top-handle, handmade “whip-stitch” detail and an optional chain with a leather wrapped 
accent. It is water-resistant, has a hidden back pocket, interior pockets and features our signature Pinecone Feet.

Coconut Appleskin

LJ ‘Miami’ Small 
Citrine Patent Leather & Crystalline PVC



THE STELLA ‘MIAMI’ HANDBAG TALL 

The Stella 'Miami' Tall is a structured water-resistant handbag with a magnetic closure and an optional cross-
body chain with a patent leather wrapped accent. It fits the large iPhone, has custom exterior metal detailing, 

interior pockets, an extra-long key fob and features our signature Thayer Blue lining.

Coconut Appleskin

Stella ‘Miami’ Handbag Tall 
Iridescent Rose Patent Leather & Crystalline PVC



THE AVA ‘MIAMI’ HANDBAG

The Ava 'Miami' is a semi-structured rectangular water-resistant handbag designed with a top handle and a zipper 
closure adored with our symbolic Pinecone Pulls. It fits the large iPhone, has an optional cross-body chain with a patent 

leather shoulder wrapped accent and features our custom Pinecone Feet and signature Thayer Blue nylon lining.

Coconut Appleskin

Ava ‘Miami’ Handbag
Fluorescent Pink Patent Leather & Crystalline PVC



THE ‘JELLY’ HANDBAGS



Golden Peacock Feather

Pixie Dust

PythonGilded Noir Peacock Feather

Birds of Paradise

The LJ is a semi-structured handbag with a triangular front flap and our custom Spear-lock Closure. It is 
designed with a top-handle, an optional strap and is water-resistant. It has a hidden back pocket, an 

interior pocket, an extra long key fob and features our signature Pinecone Feet.

THE LJ ‘JELLY’ HANDBAG
Small & Large



THE MARILYN ‘JELLY’ HANDBAG
The Marilyn is a semi-structured double-handle handbag designed with a zipper 

closure that showcases our custom Pinecone Pulls. It has an optional cross-body strap, 
is water-resistant and features our signature Pinecone Feet.

Coconut AppleskinCustom Birds of Paradise

Las Ventanas EditionVoter’s Edition

Red Leopard Minion Yellow Black Leopard



Garfield OrangeElmo Red

Leprechaun Green Cheshire Purple Smurf Blue

Minion Yellow

CORE ECO-FRIENDLY PVC COLORS

*Please email bespokeconcierge@tylerellis.com for our full selection of colors 

mailto:bespokeconcierge@tylerellis.com


Bespoke by Tyler Ellis offers our clients a personally tailored 

experience that connects you directly with a member of our 

dedicated concierge team to customize your one-of-a-kind 

handbag. This highly curated service allows you to hand 

select every decorative aspect of your bag including; 

skin/material, hardware, embroidery or engraving. Our 

devoted team will work with our exclusive network of top 

Italian and French tanneries to find the exact color or shade 

you’ve been dreaming of. Straps and chains will be cut to 

your precise measurements and your personalized handbag 

will be delivered to you within a matter of weeks.

BESPOKE BY TYLER ELLIS



AVA ‘MIAMI’:

7.5" wide x 5" high x 3" deep 

JAMIE ‘MIAMI’ DOCTOR SMALL:

7" wide x 5.6" high x 4.25" deep

JAMIE ‘MIAMI DOCTOR MEDIUM:

10.75” wide x 7.25” high x 5.5" deep

LJ ‘JELLY’ SMALL:

8.7" wide x 6" high x 3.5" deep

(Top Handle 3" high)

LJ ‘JELLY’ LARGE:

13.5" wide x 8.5" high x 5" deep 

(Top Handle 4.5" high)

LJ ‘MIAMI’ SMALL:

7.25" wide x 6" high x 3.25" deep

(Top Handle 3" high)

LJ ‘MIAMI’ LARGE:

13.5" wide x 8.5" high x 5.5" deep 

(Top Handle 4.5" high)

MARILYN ‘JELLY’:

7.5” wide x 6” high x 5” deep 

STELLA ’MIAMI’ TALL:

8.5” wide x 7.25” high x 3.5” deep

BAG DIMENSIONS



ABOUT THE DESIGNER 

Tyler Ellis, the daughter of revered fashion designer Perry Ellis, has branched 

out with her fashion-forward, effortlessly functional, eco-friendly Crystalline 

Collection. Partially comprised of recycled PVC, Tyler’s masterfully crafted 

‘Miami’ & ‘Jelly’ handbags elevate the standard for water-resistant beach bags 

and stadium approved game day accessories to the elite world of luxury.  

Tyler began her eponymous handbag line in 2011, quickly becoming the most 

carried designer on Hollywood’s red carpets. Brought to life in a father/son 

owned and operated atelier in Le Sieci, Italy, Tyler Ellis represents an ardent 

commitment to couture and quality craftsmanship – a return to true luxury.

Tyler’s designs look equally at home on the red carpet as well as in everyday life 

and are carried by influential women worldwide. As a personal homage to 

Tyler’s father, Perry Ellis’ handwriting appears as the company logo; and most 

dear to Tyler, he is a part of everything she creates.



Personal Touch • Timeless Appeal • Everlasting Luxury

®

tylerellis.com

http://tylerellis.com/

